
Associate Strategy Director | London | Jun/17 – Present 
Strategist Manager | London | Sep/16 – May/17 (9 m) 

Timberland and HSBC, Associate Strategy Director 
• Facilitated creative workshops and helped to prioritize ideas based on global business challenges.

GSK, Associate Strategy Director 
• Managing on the strategy to rethink the future of the denture care business for Polident, Poligrip and Corega consulting 

on product innovations, the re-design of the business model, understanding the emerging market opportunities and 
working closely with markets to maintain brand consistency globally, e.g. Italy, Spain, the US, Thailand, the UK, Brazil, 
Japan, Turkey, Korea, Germany and Russia.

• Developed the digital strategy of Biotene (a medical mouthwash) in the US, Canada, Japan, Spain and Italy.

SC Johnson, Associate Strategy Director 
• Developed the Glade brand repositioning strategy which moved from the function benefits of the spray variant to home 

enjoyment with candles and facilitated creative workshops, including teams from 7 markets: Italy, Germany, France, Spain, 
the UK, Romania and Hungary. 

Unilever, Strategist Manager
• Impulse_Developed personas of teenagers, the blueprint of path to purchase of deodorants and the digital strategy for the 

brand - made in partnership with Droga5
• TRESemme_Developed the launch strategy of an American brand in Russia, Greece, Netherlands and Italy, the relaunch of 

new variants in Brazil, the UK, the US, Canada, Portugal and Spain and facilitated a creative workshop.
• Sunsilk_Developed the brand repositioning strategy and the relaunch of new variants in Argentina, Brazil, Turkey, 

Philippines, India, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, Pakistan, Italy and Saudi Arabia.
• TIGI_Developed the brand strategy of the premium hair care’s global branding for Bed head, Catwalk and S factor for the 

US, UK and Germany
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Work Experience

BBDO Sao Paulo
Insights & Connections Planning Supervisor | Sao Paulo | Dec/13 – Aug/16 (2y 9m) 
Insights & Connections Planning Coordinator | Sao Paulo | Nov/12 – Nov/13 (1y 1m) 

• Developed multiple personas using quantitative cluster analysis, blueprints of path to purchase, qualitative interviews, 
facilitated co-creation sessions (including with clients) and selected criteria to selected key ideas to drive business results.

• Selected to be part of the digital ambassador team and lead innovation training based on my visits to innovative spaces in 
San Francisco such as AirBnb, IDEO, IBM, d.school, Intel, Facebook, Google, HP and Rainbow Mansion and online courses 
such as Design Thinking (NovoEd) and Storytelling for Change (Acumen). 

• Client facing and pitch support to develop new business.

Main Clients: Volkswagen, HP, Visa, Pepsi, Elma Chips, Pedigree, Havaianas and more. Main research projects:

Volkswagen and Audi 
• Four years of immersive research involving hybrid techniques such as cluster analysis, digital sources such as social 

listening as well as designing questionnaires and interviewing specialists, consumers and sales staff to constantly 
understand the ecosystem of the auto industry.

• Digital experience consultancy, from how to optimized the digital platform considering the user perspective to content 
recommendations e.g. tailored car assets per geo-localization based on regional search volume in Google.

• Proposed an unexpected negotiation to the video producer by including a formal authorization to use frames of videos to 
populate website content with minor cost involved that was adopted per other brands.

A creative strategist working on brands, digital platforms and business innovation for 8 years in agencies in Brazil and the UK. This has 
provided a solid background in a wide range of business segments (e.g. automotive, airlines, FMCG, finance, beauty and fashion) and 
diverse groups such as generation Z, millennials and seniors in different regions: North & Latin America, Europe, India and South East 
Asia. I believe I can deliver real value to the team as key parts of my roles have been leading strategic process, generating creative 
insights, developing personas, blueprints (based on qualitative & quantitative data, including digital sources) and facilitating creative 
workshops. Furthermore, I have been responsible for creating presentations, managing teams globally, leading relationship with 
senior clients and I have experience in disseminating Innovation & Digital culture via training.



Portuguese – Native | English – Fluent | Italian - BasicLanguages

Projects
Member of the committee of the Service Design Network UK | 2018
Panelist at The Developer’s Conference about Innovation Culture | Q1/Q2 2016
Be the Maker & Habits – Facilitated a prototype workshop at the start-up incubator of Universidade de Sao Paulo | 2014, 2016
Panelist at Sao Paulo Digital Territory – Town hall event to discuss the relationship of the public and the private sectors
Rabobank – Private Innovation consulting for the Marketing area | 2015
Universidade de Sao Paulo and Anhembi Morumbi – Instructor of Design Thinking Course | 2014
PHD Worldwide (London) – Exchange at Unilever Account | 2014 
Parsons – Researcher at Amplify Pompéia exposed at X Architecture Biennale SP | 2013 
FazInova – Instructor of Design Thinking Course | 2014, 2015
Behaviour of Music Consumption research using SPSS for a Business plan | 2012
Price research using SPSS for a Local Entrepreneur | 2011

TETO – Volunteer for building emergency houses  | 2011-2013

Extra courses
Attended the Service Design Global Conference 2017, Madrid
Hyper Island: Master Class in Digital Acceleration 
Cultural Immersions and Social Media Specializations – Facebook & Google HQ, USA 
Acumen – Storytelling for Change (online)
Stanford University – Design Thinking (online)
Escola São Paulo – Creative Economy
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design (London) – Ideas Course 

• Lead the creative process to develop an exit interactive barrier in a luxury shopping mall to anticipate one phase of path to
purchase and drive consumers to the point of sale.

O Boticário_The number one beauty and fragrance brand in Brazil
• Developed a study to understand how the economic crisis in Brazil would impact the beauty segment using official 

economic rates, quantitative behaviour database and interviewing staff at point of sale that highlighted business 
opportunities such as portfolio priorities, trade and packaging recommendations. 

• Developed a consistent beauty trend report mapping emerging technologies and relevant consumer behaviours.
• Developed the Father’s day and Valentine’s day strategies including persona analysis, path to purchase blueprint, 

qualitative interviews on the streets and co-creation sessions.

Editora Abril_Brazilian magazine publisher with the largest national circulation called Veja.
• Collaborated with the consultancy that questioned the future of magazines and included the reformulation of the business 

value of the publisher, leveraging their deep knowledge of their audience (auto lovers, teenagers, etc.), digitalizing their 
content and training sales staff.

• Designed the questionnaire that aimed to understand the relationship between citizens with politics. To get valid 
responses (representing the Brazilian diversity) I have proposed a creative solution by negotiating with a news portal to 
publish the questionnaire as a banner on their home page (with no cost). We had 400 validated responses in 2 hours. 

Antarctica_ The number one beer brand in Rio de Janeiro owned by AB Inbev
• Developed a study to understand how big events such as the Olympics and the World Cup had impacted the life of citizens 

based on quantitative database and desk research. The study helped the client to prioritize the ethnographic research 
scope made by a anthropologist, prioritizing personas and reduce the cost needed by one third. Designed a map with all 
football opportunities for brands and facilitated the workshop to have ideas of how brands that wasn’t official sponsor of 
the World Cup could activate their brands in the same period.

Bauducco_ Traditional local brand of biscuits, cakes and toasts in Brazil
• Lead the creative insights process to understand the complexity of family relationship during Christmas. 
• Lead the creative workshop with clients to align and co-create the meaning of breakfast for Brazilian families. 

Cannes Lions Festival | Young Lions Media Brazil 2015 | Audi: Instant Valuation Billboard 
WARC Award | Prize for Innovation | Audi: Instant Valuation Billboard 

Awards

Service Design Innovation School, created by Livework founders in Brazil | Concluded (Jul/12-Jul/13) 
Universidade de São Paulo |  Bachelors, Marketing | Concluded (Jul/12) 

Education

Extra-curricular activities, courses


